


We’re the employee engagement and loyalty experts seasoned in building authentic connections between businesses 
and employees. Powered by expert services, home-grown products, world-class tech and ‘people’ people. 

Building authentic connections
between businesses and employees.



Our mission.
We believe the most impactful employee benefit propositions are the 
ones that are genuinely and repeatedly rewarding. With our home-grown 
products, expert services, nimble tech and experienced people, we help 
businesses improve their employee engagement and wellbeing by giving 
something exceptional back. 

Already providing some of the UK’s most recognisable businesses with 
our sophisticated propositions, our capabilities are ever-growing to help 
our clients deliver rewards that delight their employees.



Our approach.
We never lose sight of our goal for any high-performing 
engagement and reward strategy – to deliver benefits 
propositions that delight all your employees. 

We focus our energy on collaborating with you to seek out new 
benefits products, identifying opportunities to leverage 
incentives and rewards to engage and reward your workforce.

From activating our broad network of rewards partners to 
involving our C-level at every stage, our strategies are built on 
four key elements.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Technology-driven

Engagement focused

Employee-centric

Experience-led



Meet proven, 
perfected services. 

We’re specialists in providing employee engagement and wellbeing 
for businesses of all sizes thanks to our homegrown employee 

benefits propositions. Paired with our first-hand experience and 
team of genuine expert consultants, we’ve perfected our services.



Ello services:

Technology & product development

Campaign ideation

Data & Insight

Brand strategy & analysis

Creative & fulfilment

Customer service & customer success



It’s easy to believe in a product when you’ve built it yourself. 
Our home-grown products have the Ello DNA running through 
them from humble start to glorious finish. And they’re all ready 

and waiting to slot in effortlessly with your business.

Welcome to 
original products.



Dining memberships Restaurant delivery 
& collection

Cinema Fitness

Our proprietary dining products 
connect your employees to 

thousands of restaurant 
offers nationwide.

Our frictionless delivery experience 
offers local restaurant discounts 

to your employees' door.

As the exclusive partner of Vue 
Entertainment, our bespoke cinema
rewards make your employees the 

star of the show.

Our exclusive industry partnerships 
and world-class technology 

offers on-demand fitness, anytime 
and anywhere.



Retail AttractionsMovie rentals

Rewarding your employees with 
movie rental e-codes for 

the biggest blockbusters has never 
been easier.

Our strong industry partnerships 
mean we can source big 

brand retail vouchers relevant to 
your employees.

Discounts all year round, from fun-
packed family trips to the nation’s 
favourite theme parks and zoos.

Magazine 
subscriptions

From broadsheets and newspapers 
to pop-culture and hobby-oriented 
magazines, reward your customers 
with our publication subscriptions.



Expertise only exists when actual experts are behind a brand. 
The Ello faces are the essence of our expertise. Equipped 
with fresh ideas, proven skills, and individual approaches, 

they’re the engagement & reward expert prototypes.

Introducing second 
to none experts.



Ello expertise.

Leadership

Client Services

Creative

Marketing

Product & technology

Data & insights

“We're recognised as the go to benefit by businesses across the UK who prioritise their employee 
engagement. Our bespoke benefit packages allow you to reward your employees on a more personal 
level, making their salaries go further whilst being able to enjoy a fun and social lifestyle. ."

Pete Syddall, Head of Sales at Ello



We’re the first to the table with innovative, new products and solutions thanks to 
our best-of-breed technology. Allowing us to optimise performance for our 

partners with outstanding engagement and reward propositions, we create world-
class employee experiences that fit seamlessly into partner ecosystems.

Welcome to 
world-class tech.



Ello tech.
We have an impressive suite of technological 
solutions that allow our products to fit seamlessly 
with your brand and digital ecosystem. These 
range from fully white-labeled products through 
to various levels of integration, including 
application programming interfaces (API’s), 
iframes and weblinks.



Our Work.

We’ve helped some of the UK’s biggest brands with best-in-
class employee benefits products and propositions. Slotting 
straight into their engagement and wellbeing strategies, we 
delight their employees with home-grown experiences that 

are genuinely and repeatedly rewarding



Towergate Insurance.

The solution
Introducing our home-grown brand, Gourmet Society, to support the launch of 
their flexible benefits strategy. With Gourmet Society, Towergate could feel 
secure that, with market-leading dining discounts and always-on deals on 
cinema, movie rentals and online shopping and much more, there would be 
something to delight every single employee. 

The results
“We were very pleased with the dining card uptake in our annual benefits 
window. Our employees valued the option of an ‘always on’ benefit that they can 
enjoy with their friends and family throughout the year.” 
Reward Consultant at Towergate.

The brief
Create an engaging and always-on benefit to launch their flexible benefits 
strategy across employees based in over 100 locations nationwide. 



The solution
Implementing our home-grown brand, tastecard, to support their financial 
wellbeing strategy. With deals on dining, movie rentals, fitness, online shopping 
and so much more, tastecard offers all Sage employees a taste of life for less. 

The results
“We introduced tastecard following feedback from colleagues that they would like 
access to more discounts on their everyday spends. We loved the App and the 
ability for colleagues to enjoy discounts when visiting a local restaurant, as well as 
the big chains. It was really easy to set up and the take up so far has been positive.”
Benefits and Recognition Lead at Sage. 

The brief
Create a financial-wellbeing proposition that supports their diverse employees 
with deals and discounts on their everyday spending. 



Let’s chat.

Get in touch with one of our Ello experts today.
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